
Capítulo 18: WBLM 
 
Vocabulario #1: Complete definitions with vocabulary from word bank. 

#2: Complete definitions.  Multiple choice. 

#3: Listening.  Match descriptions you hear to sentences. 

#4: Listening.  Classify statements: Cierto, Falso, No lo dice. 

#5: Video clip. Listen and complete dialogue with missing words.  

#6: Complete definitions with vocabulary from word bank. 

#7: Complete cloze passage. Translate vocabulary from English. 

#15: Video clip. Associate statements with speaker. 
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Subjunctive 
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*Imperfect (Past) 

Subjunctive 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Conditional / 

"If" clauses 

 

  

#8: Complete sentences with verbs in Indicative (present/imperfect); 

       Subjunctive (present); or the Infinitive form. 

 

#16: Complete sentences with future tense. Regular & Irregular forms. 

 

#9: Verb chart. Write verbs in 3rd per. pl. Preterite + indicated  

       Imperfect Subjuntive form. Ex.  TENER-TUVIERON- (Tú) TUVIERAS    

#10: Complete sentences with Imperfect Subjunctive. 

#11: Listening. True-False. 

#12: Change commands to past: Imperfect in Indicative + Subjunctive. 

#13: Complete sentences with Imperfect Subjunctive. Infinitives given. 

#14: Write sentences with Ojalá + Imperfect Subjunctive. 

#24: Video clip. Complete sentences with Imperfect Subjunctive. 

#28: Verb chart. Complete with Imperfect Subjunctive. 

#31: Complete sentences with Imperfect Subjunctive. 

 

#17: Complete "If" clauses with conditional form of verb. 

#18: Conditional in reported speech:  Dijo que iría... etc. 

#19: "If" clauses (= Si yo fuera Ud.). Complete with verb in conditional. 

#20: Listening. Match "If" clause sentences to pictures. 

#21: Video clip. Match conditional statements to speaker. 

#29: Verb chart. Complete with Conditional.  

Un Poco de Todo #22: Complete passage with various verb tenses + select correct word. 

#23: Listening. Complete passage with words you hear. 

#25: Drag & drop text fragments to complete conversation. 

#30: Complete "If" clauses with Imperfect Subjunctive.  

#32: Write verb conjugations in the appropriate tense:  

        Indicative: imperfect, future, or conditional 

        Subjunctive: imperfect 

Cultura #26: Map. Drag & Drop labels for Spain & Madrid. 

#27: España. Complete with vocabulary from reading, page 546.  

*Use the “save and exit” feature to do a little at a time. (You will need to click "submit" to actually 

see the correct answers. See the file on the student blog which explains this.) 

*Be sure to “submit” before the due date! 

*Use the “check my work” feature to make sure you are on the right track. 

*Use the “ask your instructor question” feature to email your instructor questions if you do not 

understand why an answer is wrong. 

 


